
once a dry, open desert into a
beautiful, green, flourishing park. It is
now known as Balboa Park. 
     We enjoyed the book 
because it taught us about 
how to take risks and to 
keep working through 
things, even if no one 
else believes that it can happen. 
     Many of the students also
commented on how the book taught
the students that if you research
different types of trees and educate
yourself, you can change a landscape
successfully. Through her time and
research, she was able to find the right 
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The Tree Lady
Written by H. Joseph Hopkins
Illustrated by Jill McElmurry

     The Tree Lady is the story of
Katherine Olivia Sessions. She was
born in 1857. In her early life,
Katherine Sessions always felt a
connection to trees and admired the
beauty and function of trees. During a
time when higher education for
women was not common, Katherine
Sessions went to the University of
California to earn a degree in science. 
     Katherine Sessions is known for
turning a part of San Diego that was 

Book teaches about risk-taking, hard work
trees to plant that still thrive in San
Diego today. 
     The illustrator took a lot of time to
show the different stages of
Katherine’s life. The desert showed
neutral and dull colors while the forest
illustrations were green and vibrant. 
     We recommend the book to grade
school students. The illustrations are
exciting and engaging. The pages do
not have a ton of words. It teaches
about the life of Katherine Olivia
Sessions and the wonderful things that
she did in her life that allow us to still
enjoy the park over 100 years later. 

—By Healthy Roar staff

In Philly, biking
is getting easier
     You may have noticed a row of blue bikes at a pay 
station when you are in Philadelphia. Have you ever 
wondered why they are there?
     Every day the bikes help many people get to work, do 
errands, or just have fun.
     In her job, Waffiyyah Murray makes sure those bikes 
are ready when people want to ride them. She is the 
manager of the Indego Bike Share Program. 
     The program makes more than 1,900 bikes available at 
190 bike stations throughout the city. Stations look like 
bicycle racks. People pay to borrow a bike for up to an 
hour, Ms. Murray says. A rider can even borrow the bike 
at one station and return it at another station.
     “The goal of the program is to create a bike-share 
system that is fun, affordable, and accessible for all 
Philadelphians,” she says.

(Please see Biking on Page 2)

Illustration by Kay Gaines 
Bikes can help people get to work, run errands, or just have fun!
There currently are more than 1,900 share bikes available in
Philadelphia as part of the Indego Bike Share Program.
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Biking 
is getting
easier 
in Philly

(Continued from Page 1)
    Indego has grown a lot since it 
started in 2015. Back then, the program 
had 600 bikes and 60 bike stations. Ms. 
Murray says there are plans to increase 
to 350 stations over the next five years.
     “We have been working really hard 
to identify new locations to add bike-
share stations, talking to community 
members, talking to residents and 
finding out where they would like a 
station,” she says.
     And there are more places for 
bikers to ride than ever. According to 
Ms. Murray, the city now has over 100 
miles of bike trails and over 280 miles 
of painted bike lanes on the streets.

 Biking has two important benefits, 
Ms. Murray says. It’s healthy for the 
Earth and for people. It helps the 
Earth, she says, because when people 
bike more, they drive less and use less 
gasoline. “You are not putting any 
pollution into the world.” And biking 
is healthy for people because physical 
activity is important, she says.
     A lot of people use Indego bikes to 
get to work or to the library, the 
grocery store, the doctor, and other 
places, Ms. Murray says. 

Illustration by Ke'Mya Robbins 

     A rider has to be 14 years old to
rent an Indego bike, but she says
there are plenty of shops that offer
youth bikes for rental or sale.
Community programs sometimes
give bikes away.
 Ms. Murray says biking has been a
passion for her ever since she was 8 or
9. “I love the freedom that biking
gives me and the additional physical
activity,” she says. “Biking makes me
feel free and happy.”

 She has turned her passion into a
career. She has worked for biking
organizations for more than eight
years. And she wants to tell as many
people as she can about its benefits.

 “Thankfully, because Philadelphia
is a great biking city and we have
such an awesome bike-share system,
continuing a career in this field has
not been difficult for me,” she says. “I
also really love what I do, and that’s
most important.”

—By Emlen Healthy Roar staff

In the next
issue, the
Emlen
Healthy Roar
will feature
the
importance
of trees.
They provide
shade to
keep our
neighborhoods
cooler.
They also
store carbon,
which is
good for the
planet.

Be responsible: Follow the
rules and laws for biking. Wear
protective gear like a helmet,
knee pads, and elbow pads. 
Be visible: Make sure people
can see you. Wear a bright
orange jacket and put lights
and reflectors on the front and
back of your bike. 
Be respectful: When you are
about to ride your bike past
some walkers, you can ring a
bell to let them know you’re
coming up behind them. Then
you say “On your left” to let
the walkers know you’ll be
passing on that side. 

     Every bicycle rider should
remember these Three Be’s, says 
 Waffiyyah Murray, manager of
Indego Bike Share Program. 

Three Be’s of bicycling

     Waffiyyah Murray, manager of the
Indego Bike Share program, has three
safety tips that every rider should
follow before getting on the bike:
A – Air: Check the air in your tires.  
B – Brakes: Make sure your brakes
are working and that you know how
to use them. 
C – Chain: Check that the bike chain
is oiled and turning correctly. 

The ABC’s of bike safety



ANIMAL HOURS OF SLEEP

Dog 10

Parrot 10-12

Bear Up to 20

Lion 21

Spider 0

Zebra 7

Cow 4

Pig 12
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not in the room.

Sleep is for Everyone
Written by Paul Showers
Illustrated by Wendy Watson

     Sleep is for Everyone is all about
sleeping. Getting rest is important. If
you don’t get enough sleep, you’ll be
grumpy, according to the book.
     Animals sleep, too. Elephants sleep
standing up. Snakes don’t have eyelids,
so their eyes stay open while they sleep. 
     When you sleep, your brain is still
working and having dreams. 
     We think kids would like this book if
they like to sleep.
     In Ms. Tana’s kindergarten class,
almost all the Cub Reporters said they
enjoyed the book because of the
illustrations and the funny facts about
animals.

Getting enough
rest is important

     Everyone needs sleep—and animals
need sleep, too. After learning about
sleep, Emlen Cub Reporters in Ms.
Tana’s class researched how much sleep
their favorite animals needed. They
were most surprised to learn that
spiders don’t sleep at all, but just move
around less.

How much sleep
animals need

Illustration by Zaniyah 
Zebras need about seven hours of sleep a night.

Illustration by Emlen Cub reporter 
Getting enough sleep can keep you from being grumpy.
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Your heart is a muscle and needs
exercise.
Running is an exercise that makes
your heart beat faster. Hopping and
jumping also make your heart beat
faster.
Your heart is not shaped like a
valentine’s heart. It is shaped like a
pear.
Your heart pumps blood through
your body.
Your heart works day and night.
Older people’s hearts beat more
slowly than babies’ hearts.

     Emlen Cub Reporters have been
learning about the heart.
     They read the book Hear Your Heart,
by Paul Showers. The book has many
facts. 
     The kindergarten reporters found
these facts interesting and want to share
them with other children in the school.

Illustration by Emlen Cub Reporter 
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Your heart works
night and day

INTERESTING FACTS

Smelling flowers
Spending time with my sister
Breathing
Playing outside
Painting and doing artwork

     Everyone experiences stress,
according to kidshealth.org. It’s really
important to learn how to manage stress.
Cub reporters in Ms. Tana’s
kindergarten class created a list of
activities they do to reduce stress.

Ways to reduce stress


